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Lightweight wheelchairs

People with a spinal cord injury spend much of their rehabilitation in a 
variety of standard wheelchairs. 

Most people will want to investigate the option of progressing to a 
lightweight wheelchair. Please discuss this with your physiotherapist.

Research shows that a high percentage of wheelchair users are unhappy 
with their choice of lightweight wheelchair if purchased too soon, as 
their needs change so much within the first 18 months after injury.

So it pays to take your time and to ensure that the wheelchair is 
adjustable.

This booklet aims to give you an idea of what to look out for when 
choosing your first lightweight wheelchair.

It allows you to think about the pros and cons of each aspect of the 
wheelchair and to enable you to get the product which most suits your 
needs and which will enable you to have the most functional ability.
 

What is a lightweight wheelchair?

There are many types of lightweight wheelchairs, and it can be difficult 
to know which one may be the most appropriate for your needs.

The variations to be found on different models, which should be 
considered prior to choosing a lightweight wheelchair, are listed and 
explained in this booklet.
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Type of frame

Rigid: This type of frame is robust, sturdy, lighter and the backrest can 
be folded down to allow it to become smaller and easier to lift in and 
out of the passenger seat of a car. It makes self-propelling more energy 
efficient.

Folding: This type of frame can be folded in the middle and is not 
normally as light as the rigid frame wheelchairs. This type of frame is 
difficult to lift into a car passenger seat but easily fits in most car boots.

Height / tension
adjustable
backtest

Armrests are
optional

Standard
brakes

Pushing rims

Castor housing

Castors

Fabric clothes
guard 

(plastic available)

Seat

Fixed frame

Tyres:
pneumatic

or solid

Anti-tip bars

Fixed footplate
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Adjustable frame: This type of frame will allow more room for 
adjustment if you need to alter your seated position. This means that the 
axle,back angle and front castor height can be altered. It can be 
beneficial to have the option of adjustment so as to be able continually 
to accommodate any change in your postural needs.  Adjusting the 
back wheel position can make the chair easier to self-propel and can 
also affect how easy it is for the chair to tip over.

You can get both adjustable folding and rigid frames.

Before choosing your new wheelchair, it is worth checking how easy it 
is to take apart and if it is small and light enough for you or your carers 
to lift in and out of your car safely.

Material: Many wheelchairs are made from chrome-alloy steel and 
aluminium. Titanium is also used and is lighter, stronger and more 
expensive.
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Brakes

Position: The position of the brakes can vary. High brakes are easier to 
use but can get in the way when pushing the chair or when completing 
a transfer. Low brakes overcome these problems, as they are set lower 
down than the higher brakes. However, you need to make sure you 
have adequate balance to operate them.

Type: These can be standard, scissors or extended. Scissors brakes are 
usually located low on the wheel. They hinge away completely from the 
wheel, so reducing the risk of catching your thumb between the brake 
and the wheel. Extended brakes are typically installed for tetraplegics to 
allow easier access and greater wheelchair independence.

              Standard brakes                            Scissors brakes

Backrest

Height: This should be at an appropriate height to allow you to achieve 
the level of functional ability that you want.  The appropriate height is 
often just below your shoulder blades.

The height of the backrest should also provide you with comfort and the 
appropriate postural support.
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Your physiotherapist will assess and advise you on the most appropriate 
height for the backrest of your wheelchair.

Angle: The angle of the backrest can help provide more postural 
stability and help with your balance.  Make sure your wheelchair has an 
adjustable back angle as this will need to be altered if you move your 
back wheel position up or down.
 

Material

There are different materials available for the backrest of your 
wheelchair. These include:

Canvas: This is usually the back that is provided with a wheelchair 
unless you have specifically stated or requested a different type of 
backrest.

Leather: This can make the chair look nice and can increase your 
comfort when you are sitting in the wheelchair. It is also easy to clean, 
although it can increase sweating when the weather is warm. It may 
also stretch over time. This option is more expensive.
 

Tension adjustable

A tension-adjustable back is one that has a series of Velcro straps that 
are accessible by lifting the back cover. These can be adjusted to 
accommodate changes in your posture that might occur over a period 
of time.

Tension-adjustable backs can also increase your comfort when seated in 
the chair and help to maintain the natural curves in your back.

You can discuss tension-adjustable backs with your physiotherapy team.
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Specialist backs

There are a variety of specialist backs that are available. These may be 
used to help you with your posture and comfort in your wheelchair. 
These will be assessed and discussed with you if they are required.

Seat

Depth: This should allow enough room to adequately support your 
thighs, with approximately two finger spaces clear behind your knee.

Width: The chair should be wide enough to allow you to sit comfortably 
with space for approximately 1cm either side of your thighs. In winter 
you may need to wear more clothes so you should make sure that there 
will be enough room for these. Your physiotherapists will advise you on 
the appropriate width and depth of your wheelchair.

Bucketing: This is the alteration of the angle of the seat in relation to 
the backrest. This can help your posture in regard to the position of your 
pelvis and improve your comfort and stability in the chair. However this 
can make transferring from the chair more difficult.

               Non bucketed seat                        Bucketed seat

Clothes Guard: These can be either rigid or fabric. They act in a similar 
way to mud guards to keep your clothes clean and clear of the wheels.
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Cushion: It is vital to use the pressure cushion recommended by your 
physiotherapist. This is because the cushion recommended by your 
physiotherapist has been assessed to meet your specific pressure and 
skin care needs.

Push handles

These may be integral or detachable and could be beneficial if you are 
likely to require help propelling, or negotiating steps or kerbs. You can 
also have height adjustable push handles, which can be beneficial if you 
require pushing, to allow the person pushing you to be in the correct 
position.  You can also have flip away handles or none at all.

Footplates

Fixed: This type of footplate is an integral part of the wheelchair and 
cannot be swung away from the front of the wheelchair due to the fixed 
framework of the chair.

The angle of the fixed frame can vary between 70° – 90°.

The steeper the angle, the closer the chair will be able to get to an object 
(such as if you need to work at a desk backed onto a wall).

It is important to see how the fixed angle affects your transferring 
technique and your functional ability.

It is also beneficial for you to know how your legs tolerate being at 
differing angles for long periods to ensure your comfort in the chair.

This may also affect your spasms and muscle stiffness. 

A more flexed knee position can help improve posture.
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Swingaway: This type of footplate can be swung away from the front 
of the wheelchair.

This can make transfers easier as, because they move out of the way, 
you may not need to move your bottom as far forward in the wheelchair 
to negotiate the footplates.

Additionally, this will enable you to get nearer to objects, although this 
can also be dependent on the angle of the footplate, which can stick out 
further than a fixed footplate. 

It is possible to get one piece flip up footplates.

Flip up Footplates: Some rigid frame wheelchairs have 1 large flip up 
foot plate to allow someone to stand more easily from their wheelchair.
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It’s important for you to check the following:

• are the footplates supporting your feet adequately?
• are the footplates at the right height and angle?
• how does this relate to the range of movement of your ankles 

and pressure areas?
• are you able to achieve a good foot position for getting into a 

standing frame if needed?
• your physiotherapy team will discuss the correct height for 

your footplates with you.
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Wheels

Camber: This is where the wheels are angled to create a wider base of 
support for the chair. This increases the stability and manoeuvrability of 
the wheelchair and helps it to move in a straight line when being 
propelled. However, you will need to consider your home and the places 
that you visit, as every degree of camber adds an extra ¾” to the overall 
width of the wheelchair. There are some lightweight wheelchairs that 
have an adjustable camber on them.

 

Position: The wheel position can be moved backwards and forwards on 
the majority of lightweight wheelchairs. As you move the wheel position 
backwards, it makes the wheelchair more stable as it increases the area 
where weight can be put through to the floor. Moving the wheel 
position forwards decreases the stability and makes the wheelchair 
more ‘tippy’. This can make achieving advanced wheelchair skills easier, 
but can also increase the risk of falling out of the wheelchair.
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The way the chair is set up is important, in order to allow you to gain a 
good purchase on the wheels and therefore travel further with each 
push. Generally when your arm is relaxed you should be able to rest the 
tip of your middle finger on the axel of the wheel.

This can be affected and altered by changes in cushion, frame 
relationship to wheel position (raising or lowering axle position), and the 
size of the wheel.

Rims: These can be metal, plastic coated or rubber. Rubber is especially 
good if you have reduced grip strength.

Spinergy: These are carbon wheel spokes that decrease the weight of 
the wheels. This makes the wheels easier to lift in/out of a car. As the 
spokes are made of carbon, the risk of them breaking is reduced. 
Spinergy wheels come in different colours and are more expensive than 
normal wheel spokes.

Composite: Like Spinergy wheels, composite wheels offer a different 
type of wheel spoke. They are made of carbon fibre, which reduces the 
weight of the wheel. The spokes are wider and there are fewer of them. 
This can be beneficial if you have reduced power or strength in your 
upper limbs. Again, as the wheel spokes are made of carbon, there is a 
reduced risk of the spokes breaking.

Axles: Quick release or tetra release axles are available to enable wheel 
release.

Tyres: Pneumatic tyres provide good impact and vibration absorption, 
thus improving users’ comfort. Solid tyres, however, are still commonly 
used because they require almost no maintenance, and pose no risk of 
punctures. Solid tyres can also last up to four times as long as pneumatic 
tyres, however they are harder to self-propel. There are also puncture 
resistant wheelchair tyres which are fitted with a Kevlar insert inside the 
tyre which may stop a sharp object up to 5mm long from puncturing the 
inner tube.
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Castors: There are two main types of castors - solid or pneumatic. 
Pneumatic castors can make the wheelchair more difficult to push 
indoors and run the risk of developing punctures. Solid tyres do not 
puncture and, as described above, can last longer than the pneumatic 
tyres.

Castor Size: Larger castors are more suitable for outdoors to absorb 
bumps and work better on softer ground or gravel.  They will increase 
the turning circle of the wheelchair and make turning the wheelchair 
harder if you have weaker arms.. Smaller castors can be used for 
sporting activities, as they are more manoeuvrable.

NB – For your safety, if adjustments are made to the back of the 
wheelchair, it is important to check that the castors are at an angle of 
90° to the floor.

Armrests

Some people do not have armrests on their chair as they can hinder the 
pushing of the chair, and transfers.

However, armrests can be beneficial for safety and comfort especially 
for people with balance difficulties.

They are usually either completely removable or swing back out of the 
way and are adjustable in height.

Anti-tips

These attach to the back of the chair and help to prevent it from falling 
over backwards.
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Which wheelchair should I choose?

During your first year in a wheelchair it is important to remember your 
needs and demands from the wheelchair are likely to change.  This can 
be due to your posture changing or due to an alteration in the level of 
functional activities and tasks that you may be completing. Because of 
this, we recommend that you choose an adjustable lightweight 
wheelchair, as this will allow you to adjust it if your needs change. We 
do not recommend that you buy a second-hand lightweight wheelchair 
as it may not meet your needs and you may not be able to adjust it to 
accommodate any changes in your needs over time.

When choosing a lightweight wheelchair it is important you consider 
the following factors:

• needs and aspirations
• lifestyle and personal situation
• medical, physical and psychological needs
• posture and pressure relief
• domestic, work, leisure, transportation
• changes over time
• who will manage the chair
• budget

If you have any further questions, then please ask your physiotherapist.
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